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Hi Folks,
I spent most of last week at the 49th Annual National RV Trade Show in
Louisville, Kentucky. All show indicators point towards a positive outlook for
the RV industry in 2012. I am excited to reveal what I saw at the show this
year, but it will have to wait a week or two. Our plan is to release a special
“RV 2012” e-magazine edition, covering everything I saw and heard at the
show. All I can say right now is you won’t be disappointed, so stay tuned
when we ring in the new year’s camping season with RV news direct from
the Louisville RV Trade Show.
We also realized that 2012 will be our 10-year anniversary for publishing our
e-newsletter. Believe it or not, I can remember working on the very first
issue. We are very excited about some of the changes to our e-newsletter
for 2012. What began as a basic text style e-newsletter format , delivered
directly in the e-mail, will evolve into our RV Consumer e-magazine over the
course of next year.
A new year with new RVs, RV products and RV camping, and a new way to
deliver RV news and information to you; who says change isn’t good?
Enjoy this week’s e-newsletter and keep an eye out for our special edition of
what’s new in the world of RVs for 2012.
Until then, plan your trip, travel safe and enjoy your RV experiences.
Remember, getting there is half the fun!

JUST RV IT!

Mark
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This Week’s RV Bulletin Board
We live in such a hectic, stressful & fast-paced world
that often times we forget to slow down and enjoy life.
Understanding how to use your RV helps you enjoy
the RV and stay focused on enjoying life.
~ Mark Polk
When things
get hectic …

Question: Is it ok to leave my RV
plugged in when we are not using it?
This could be for several months at a
time, and should I start the engine
every week or so?
Answer: Leaving the unit plugged in depends on what type of battery
charger your RV converter has. If it is a three stage charger, with a
maintenance or float stage, its okay to leave it plugged in. The three stage
charger is designed to prevent the batteries from being overcharged, but I
recommend you check the water levels periodically if you do leave the unit
plugged in for long periods of time. Check your owner’s manual for
information on the converter. If it's not a three stage charger you can plug it
in periodically, start it periodically or use a product like the Battery Minder to
keep the batteries charged while in storage.
As for your second question I always add a fuel preservative to the fuel tank
when our unit will sit idle for more than a couple months at a time. I run the
engine and the generator long enough for the preservative to get through
the fuel system. But, I still think it's good to start and run the engine and
generator at least monthly when in storage. It allows the oil to lubricate the
dry components of the engine. When you run the generator be sure and run
it with at least a half-rated load and if try to run it for an hour or two. You
should be able to find the load ratings in the generator owners manual.
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RV 101 Christmas Specials

Great
Stocking
Stuffers

RV Education 101 Christmas Special
Now through 20 December 2011 all single DVDs & DVD Box Sets in our RV
training library are 10% off. Surprise the RVer on your list with a gift that keeps
on giving. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

BUY NOW>
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RV 101 Christmas Giveaway Contest
Beginning in 2012 we plan to launch sales of our new RV Smart Tablet. The
RV Smart Tablet is a small media device that packs a BIG punch. It will be
loaded with SIX of our most popular full-feature RV training videos, my bestselling book “The RV Book” in e-book format, and as a bonus some of my
most popular checklists for RVers.
In addition to having all this great RV information sitting in the palm of your
hand, the RV Smart Tablet can store your favorite RV pictures, songs, and ebooks, and it functions as a digital voice recorder, calculator & calendar. The
RV Smart Tablet is a $200 retail value that we will sell at a discounted price.
We will have RV Smart Tablets available for motorized RVs and for towable
RVs. Watch for the RV Smart Tablet beginning in 2012.

WIN a FREE RV SMART TABLET CONTEST
One lucky RVer will win the RV Smart Tablet just in time for Christmas. Keep it
for yourself or give it to the favorite RVer on your Christmas list. Here’s what
you do: Send an e-mail to Mark@rveducation101.com NLT midnight 12/15/11
with RV Smart Tablet in the subject line. In 100 words or less tell us why the
RV Smart Tablet would be helpful to you. We can only accept one contest
submission per email address. The winning submission will be announced in
our newsletter on 19 December 2011. Click here for official contest rules
On sale beginning in 2012!

RV Smart Tablet
RV Videos & e-books preloaded:
1) The RV Orientation
2) RV Care & Maintenance
3) Drive your MH Like a PRO
4) Towing Behind your MH
5) Winterizing & Storing
6) RV Essential Items
7) The RV Book (e-book format)
8) Bonus: Popular RV Checklists
Note: The RV Smart Tablet used
for this giveaway will have 2
additional videos for towable RVs.

4GB Memory
2.8” Display
6 -RV 101 videos
The RV Book
Bonus Checklists
Photo Storage
E-book Reader
Music Player
8 Hours Playback
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RV News for the RV Consumer
RV Recalls
RV.net and the Good Sam Club partnered with the
National Highway Traffic & Safety Administration
(NHTSA) to offer RV owners FREE RV Recall Alerts
via email. Complete a short registration process and
start getting notified of any recalls on your RV.
Immediately after I registered I received 8 recalls
concerning our year, make & model RV. I was aware
of most, but not all of the recalls.
More Info>

Yellowstone Rethinks Grizzly Bear Safety
Yellowstone’s bear manager ,Kerry Gunther , stated “We definitely have
more bears and more people living in the greater Yellowstone ecosystem,”
We definitely have a lot more people recreating in Yellowstone, over 3
million people. A lot more people, combined with more bears mean more
encounters.” Read what else park officials are saying about the
Yellowstone bear program.
Bear Safety Tip:
Always carry bear
spray and know how
to use it in areas
populated with bears

Own a Motorhome?
Membership in FMCA brings with it a wealth of
benefits and services, all specially designed to meet
the needs of motorhome owners. The value of these
benefits and services far exceeds the cost of the
annual dues.
Click for info
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RV Insurance Corner
Sponsored by
RV
Insurance
Corner

RV Education 101 feels that prevention is the best protection.
We would like to help educate you about insurance claims and
bring awareness regarding subjects that you may never have
considered.

The Top 10 Factors That Contribute to Your RV Insurance Rate
As you shop around for the best in RV insurance rates, consider these top 10 factors
that contribute to your overall rate.
1. Location: Just like with real estate, nothing matters more to your insurance rate
than where you store your RV. An insurance company will consider factors such as
weather risks and crime rates for the area you keep your RV.
2. Credit Score: A higher credit score indicates a higher degree of responsibility and
therefore, lower RV insurance rates.
3. Age: Older adults get a break on rates so sometimes being older does have its
perks. Being married can also lower rates by showing stability.
4. Deductibles: Choosing to have a higher deductible will lower your rate while lower
deductibles increase rates. However, choosing the right deductible for you is most
important. Consider carefully how much money you're able to spend out of pocket in
case of an accident.
5. Driving History: Insurance companies consider your past driving record, past
accidents or tickets, and how many claims you have made in the past.
6. Owning a Home: Owning a home means your RV will spend less time on the road
and be at less risk, lowering your rate.
7. RV Type: Car insurance varies by car and so does RV insurance. Rates change
based on kind of RV you own.
8. RV Use: How much do you use your RV? Are you a full timer or just a vacationer?
The less you use your RV, the lower your rates.
9. Experience: Experienced RV drivers often receive a discount based on experience.
Be sure to mention your years of experience to your agent when purchasing your
policy.
10. Association Memberships: Membership in an RV association provides discounts
at campgrounds and restaurants and could also provide discounts with certain
insurance companies. Check your membership details to see if you qualify for a
discount.
For more information or to get a free quote call 1-888-774-6778
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This Week’s Feature Article

When I was in the military we used lots of checklists to make sure we
covered all the bases on the particular task at hand. Normally when you plan
a trip in your RV you conduct some pre-trip checks to make sure the RV is
properly prepared for travel. But what happens when you find that perfect
campground or RV Park and stay put for extended periods of time? Do you
conduct routine maintenance checks on the RV to make sure it is in a safe
and operable condition while it’s parked? Most likely you do, but if not here
are my top 7 snowbird extended-stay RV checks.
continued next page>
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This Week’s Feature Article cont.

1)

2)

3)

Inflate the tires to the manufacturer’s recommended pressure. Tires can
lose as much as 2 to 3 psi a month. If you stay in one spot for three, four
or six months the tire pressure could be dangerously low. If the unit is
not being moved check and adjust the tire pressure on a monthly basis.
Ozone in the air and UV rays from the sun shorten the life of your RV
tires. Ozone causes tires to dry rot and deteriorate and UV rays make it
happen quicker. This is especially true of the tires sidewall. You should
inspect your tires periodically for any checking or cracks in the tire
sidewalls. If you notice any damage, have the tires inspected by a
professional before using the RV. Tire failure on an RV can be extremely
dangerous and can cause costly damage to the RV. Keep the tires
covered with covers that block out the sunlight when the RV is sitting in
one spot or not in use.
Place some type of RV leveling blocks between the ground and the tires.
Be sure that whatever you use is larger than the footprint of the tire. No
portion of the tire should hang over the edge of the tire block. This can
cause internal damage to the tire. There are actually several reasons for
blocking tires. First, it ensures the RV is as level as possible & prevents
more weight resting on one tire than on the others. Storage surface
areas can cause your tires to age prematurely. You don't want to leave
the tires in contact with any heat producing material or petroleum based
material like asphalt for long periods of time. You also don't want them
exposed to constant cold or moisture, like sitting on the frozen ground.
The wood or blocking acts as a barrier between the tires and the ground
surface they are being stored on.
If it’s a motorized RV you should fill the fuel tank prior to parking it for a
long stay and add a fuel stabilizer. Run the engine and generator long
enough for the fuel stabilizer to get through the fuel system. If you are
not using the generator you should exercise it monthly with a minimum
of a ½ rated load on it. Consult your generator set owner’s manual for
rated loads.
continued next page>
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This Week’s Feature Article cont.
4)

5)

6)

7)

Check and fill the water levels in all lead acid batteries and make sure
the batteries stay fully charged. The electrolyte levels in batteries can be
depleted through long term use. Check the water levels bi-weekly at a
minimum. Many RV converter chargers provide a constant charge of
about 13.5 volts which is too high for fully charged batteries and the
electrolyte is boiled off, resulting in an early death for the batteries. You
can use a digital voltmeter to measure voltage and get a quick picture of
the batteries depth of discharge. A fully charged battery should read
about 12.7 volts. Don’t check the voltage when the RV is plugged in, you
will get a false reading. For a true reading of the batteries they should be
tested after resting for 12 hours. Resting means the battery is
disconnected from any charger or any load for at least 12 hours.
Change the oil and oil filter on the engine and the generator prior to long
stays or long term storage. Acids accumulate in used oil and can corrode
engine bearings.
Routinely test the operation of the carbon monoxide detector, LP gas
leak detector and smoke alarm. Check the fire extinguisher monthly to
make sure it is fully charged. Clean or replace air conditioner filters as
required.
Before moving the RV, after extended- stays or storage, check all fluid
levels in the transmission, power steering, engine coolant, engine oil,
windshield washer and brakes. Consult your vehicle owner’s manual for
proper levels. Start the engine and check for proper readings on all
gauges. Check the condition of windshield wiper blades and replace
them if necessary. Check the operation of all chassis lights. Make sure
the vehicle emissions / inspection sticker is up to date. Complete all pretrip checks & JUST RV IT

I realize there are many other items that could be added to this list. Use this
list as a starting point and tailor it to your own personal needs. ~RV101
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RV Care & Maintenance Resources

RV Care & Maintenance DVD

Save 10% on all
DVDs with
your Christmas
discount now!

RV Care & maintenance E-book

Learn everything you need to know about driving or towing an
RV at a fraction of the cost of driving schools.
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RV Buzz Quick Tips
RV Buzz Tip #1

Its wintertime and carbon monoxide is colorless,
odorless & deadly. Never use your range
burners or oven as a source of heat. Test the
operation of your CO detector & make sure
everybody knows what the symptoms are for
CO poisoning and what to do if they are
exposed to it!
RV Buzz Tip #2
Cleaning, inspecting and re-sealing your RV
roof can add years to the life of the roof and
help prevent costly repairs caused by water
damage. Make sure you know what cleaning
and sealing products to use for the type of roof
your RV has.

Read my RV Roof Care & Maintenance Article
RV Buzz Tip #3
LP gas is odorless, colorless and tasteless. To
assist in detecting a leak an odorant is added,
the smell is similar to a rotten egg smell. If you
are familiar with the smell ask the attendant to
let you smell it the next time you get your tank
or cylinders filled. Make sure you know what to
do in the event of a LP gas leak. Read More>
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Stay Connected to RV Education 101
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CONNECT

Our You Tube
channel has
over 1,000,000
video views.
Check it out!
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Go for the RV Gold Online Program

Our Go for the RV Gold program is a self-paced
online RV training program offering over 45 oneon-one RV training videos, 50 feature articles, 60
RV tips and much more.
I give you my personal guarantee that after
completing this program you will master your RV!
Mark Polk

3 low monthly
payments of
$49.95 or a
one time
payment of
only $149.85

You won’t find
this quality of
RV training
anywhere at
such a low
price!

Click to watch the introduction video
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On the Lighter Side, Buying an RV
I thought a little humor in your day would be helpful. Here are some RV buying
scenarios you should always try to avoid!
If you ever hear an RV salesperson say this…RUN!
10) I won’t even be able to buy my kid a new pair of shoes on this
commission.
9) I can’t believe my sales manager agreed to this price.
8) Uncle Sam will make more in taxes than I will in profit at this price.
7) This price is ONLY good for today.
6) Because I like you so much, we’re going to sell you this unit at our cost.

5) You’re truck can tow anything on this lot!
4) Sure the tires on this used RV are nine years old, but look how much tread
they have left.
3) If I can get your monthly payment where you want it, will you buy the RV
today?
2) Trust me, everything on this used RV works.
1) Your trade-in is only worth $10,000, but we’re going to give you $20,000 for
it. How’s that sound?
RV101
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Some Interesting RV Trivia & History
Who is Ray Frank?
Ray Frank, a farmer and engineer, is the man credited with the term
motorhome. In 1953 he built a house car for his family to use and
called it a motorhome.
From 1958 to 1962 Ray Frank was building Frank Motorhomes on
Dodge chassis’ in Brown City Michigan. In the early 60s he started
developing the fiberglass body motorhomes that would later be used in
the Travco Dodge motorhome design. One hundred thirty one Travcos
were built the first year with an average selling price of $9,000 dollars.
One of the motorhomes used by Charles Kuralt and his “on the road
crew” for CBS news was a Travco.
Ray Frank was inducted in the RV hall of fame as the father of the
motorhome.

1962 Ray Frank Motorhome

Travco Motorhome on Dodge
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More Interesting RV Trivia & History
The First RV!
It’s said that the first RV was Pierce-Arrow’s Touring
Landau, introduced back in 1910. The camper had a
back seat that folded into a bed, a water tank, a chamber
pot toilet and a wash basin that folded down from behind
the seat of the chauffeur.
It had a rear boot for trunks and extra storage boxes on
the sides where you normally would see running boards.
The chauffer stayed in touch with the campers using a
telephone. The base price was slightly over $8,200 and
with options it could exceed $8,500.
For that price in
1910 it better
come with a
chauffeur!!

The Pierce Arrow Touring Landau
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U of RV “How To” Videos

Click Here
to Play
Safe Trailer Towing

Safe Trailer Towing

Click Here
to Play
RV Roof Care

RV Roof Care

To learn more about this product click to watch the video
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Play & Learn RV Crossword Puzzle

Click
To Play

RV Roof Care & Maintenance
R U
RV
educated?
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U of RV
E-Newsletter

Well that wraps up another U of RV e-newsletter. We hope you enjoyed this
week’s edition and watch your mailbox for next week’s RV news.
We want our e-newsletters to be enjoyable to read, but more importantly we
want them to be educational. If there are topics you would like to see in future
issues e-mail me at Mark@rveducation101.com and let me know what they
are. We’ll see you right back here again next week. Until then:
Happy RV Learning
Mark & Dawn Polk

ENJOY YOUR RV: Don’t
give up on your dreams of
exploring the country in
your RV; instead plan to
make your dreams come
true. You worked hard to
buy the RV, now you need
to work just as hard on
enjoying your RV. Plan
your RV trip, load it up,
hook it up, fuel it up
and…
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General & Unsubscribe
Our goal with this RV e-newsletter is to provide you with helpful information to
make all of your RV experiences more enjoyable. I left my position as an RV Sales
and F&I manager in 1999 to start my own company, RV Education 101.
We produce RV educational videos, DVDs and e-books on how to safely &
properly use and maintain your RV. The reason I left my job was due to my
concern about the lack of educational and safety awareness material available to
the RV consumer, in other words, you.
My wife Dawn left her position in RV sales to help start the company and is our
Sales and Marketing Director. We currently have a 35-foot Class A motor home &
a 16-foot vintage Yellowstone trailer . We have two boys, Tyler 14 and Josh 21,
both avid RVers and three dogs, Roxie, Gracie and Buck.
Copyright , Mark J. Polk except where indicated otherwise. All Rights Reserved
worldwide. Reprint only with permission from copyright holder(s). All trademarks
are the property of their respective owners. All content provided as is. Not all
content may be the opinion of the e-newsletter editorial staff or RV Education 101.
Advertisers are solely responsible for ad content. To subscribe please visit
our sign up page. All RV Education e-newsletters are opt-in e-newsletters,
delivered by subscription only. We neither use nor endorse the use of spam. Your
e-mail address will only be used to distribute RV Education 101 e-news and will
never be sold or given to any other entity.
If you would like to learn more about us and RV Education 101 please visit
www.rveducation101.com
RV Education 101
150 Bay Ridge Rd.
Harrells, NC 28444
910-484-7615
Contact:
Mark@rveducation101.com
Dawn@rveducation101.com
Don’t Miss a Single Episode of Mark’s RV Garage
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